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Certification Body
Leaders in Drone Technology,
Consulting & Education.

The Institute for Drone Technology™
is a recognised industry leader and
outspoken
proponent
for
the
integration of Drone Technology in
Australia. The Institute for Drone
Technology™ provides solutions for
the drone technology industry, as
well as being a Commercially
Accredited Training Provider of the
Drone Remote Pilot’s License for the
Australian Civil Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA).

Trainers Profile

Drone experts

Dr Joel Spencer
•

CEO and co-founder, The Institute for Drone Technology

•

Executive Director, DronesafeTM

•

The Institute for Drone Technology is a Registered Training
Organisation and approved CASA (Civil Aviation & Safety
Authority Australia) for Remote Pilot’s License

•

DronesafeTM is corporate solution for effective control and
compliance of drone operations which allow organization to
follow industry best practices in the safe management of all
drone activities.

Paul New
•

Executive Director, The Institute for Drone Technology

•

Drone training specialist

•

Helping individuals and organizations understand the benefits of
drone technology and gain skills to implement drone technology
safely and effectively

•

Past and current projects:
➢ Drone training partnership with Maritime Industry’s AMC
Search & Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide
➢ Partnership with Aerial Vehicle Safety Solutions Inc. for
revolutionary drone “Black Box” data collection and
authentication system.
➢ Drone training partnership with Aerodyne Group, one of the
world’s largest international drone based managed

solutions provider

Saravanan Chettiar
•

Co-Founder & Technical Director, Asia Drone IoT

Technologies
•

Security and drone specialist

•

Past and current projects:
➢ Drone AI & IoT solution

➢ DroneVec – vector disease control using drone
technology
➢ Security upgrade for Penjara facilities around
Malaysia, Malaysian Airline, Cochin International
Airport and many more

Mohamed Izwan bin Mohamed Rizal Khong
•

Founder and CEO, Time Lapse Productions

•

Professional drone video producer

•

Past and current projects:
➢ Tun Razak Exchange (TRX) development
➢ MRT Line 2
➢ Kuantan Port’s New Deep Water Terminal Project
➢ Qatar Petroleum District
➢ Jimah East Coal Fired Power Plant

Vickram Reddiar
•

Certified Drone Trainer, Asia Drone IoT Technologies

•

Professional drone operator

•

Past and current projects:
➢ Drone shooting for Columbia Asia Hospital launch
➢ Drone shooting for construction progress of Klinik
Kesihatan Gombak Setia
➢ Drone shooting for Limca Award
➢ Team lead renovation project for Aviance Residence

Job Opportunities

Drone industries

Job Opportunities

Oil & Gas

Drone in Oil & Gas Industry
Unmanned inspections of oil and gas sites will provide a safer, cost effective, and quick turnaround of
data.
Onshore Oil & Gas
Oil and Gas site mapping and data collection using geo maps and topographical information in 2D, 3D
digitization, and 3D visualization. Ultra HD aerial photographs and Ultra HD aerial videos of Wellhead design
Gathering lines, Manifolds Gas-Oil Separation Plants (GOSPs) Pumping and compression stations. State of the
art UAV/drone equipment offer cost effective, high definition video and imagery inspection of your oil and gas
reception facilities, natural gas processing and treating facilities, oil storage and unloading terminals. Monitor and
document underground gas storage

Offshore Oil & Gas
Ultra high definition video and photography of High pressure/high temperature platforms, integrated decks,
compression platforms and wellhead platforms. Gain access to normally unmanned installation (NUI) platforms
safely and with time management to cut inspection costs without compromising the integrity of data. Monitor oil
and gas processing and storage facilities.

Pipelines
Billion spent annually inspecting pipelines .Manned aircraft are costly, dangerous and prone to human error.
Ground-based inspections are slow and inefficient. Using Drone platforms can monitor massive pipeline networks
in a fraction of the time and cost

Drone in Oil & Gas Industry
Unmanned inspections of oil and gas sites will provide a safer, cost effective, and quick turnaround of
data.
Live Flare Inspections
Inspect live assets from flare stacks, towers, chimneys, underdeck, and confined space. Reduce cost and time
by up to 95%, getting more accurate data, more frequently and at no risk.

Job Opportunities

Construction &
Safety Inspection

Drone in Construction & Safety Inspection
Aerial drones will bring a profoundly new look and feel to any stage of your construction project with powerful tools
that not only save time and money, but add value to your project management team in ways that have never been
possible before.
Ultra HD Aerial Photographs
Ultra HD aerial photographs and Ultra HD aerial videos of areas that you can’t access otherwise and at a
substantially less expensive cost than using a helicopter or plane. Amplify your bidding stage with HD photos and
video that provide your estimator with an excellent overview of your project, helping to identify features not seen
from the ground.

3D Mapping
Extract geo maps and topographical information so that you have all the detail to complete your project the way
you want to. Identify surface contamination on your construction projects with low altitude photographs. Keep
track of how your construction activity will affect the surrounding properties, and help ensure that the original
conditions are kept the way they are meant to be.

Work Progress
Before, after and completion record keeping with aerial photography of your construction site to protect you from
potential warranty issues later on. Monitor construction progress off-site with schedule site inspections uploaded
to the cloud. Final completion photos and videos give you and your team a sense of achievement with the added
value of showcase potential.

Drone in Construction & Safety Inspection
Aerial drones will bring a profoundly new look and feel to any stage of your construction project with powerful tools
that not only save time and money, but add value to your project management team in ways that have never been
possible before.
Tower Inspection & Video Analysis
Hard-to-reach assets are viewed at close range, and in most cases the job site remains fully operational to avoid
any inconvenience due to closure. The data is easily uploaded to the cloud so that it is archived and accessible
to any shareholder. Unmanned inspections are the best alternative to traditional methods of infrastructure
inspection, without compromising the quality of information.

Job Opportunities

Precision
Agriculture

Drone in Precision Agriculture
Precision agriculture is a farming management concept that uses drones to measure, observe, and respond to variability found in
crops. From identifying soil issues to detecting unhealthy crops, drones can help you make data driven decisions on your farm.
Agricultural drones are becoming a tool like any other consumer advise, it’s all part of a trend toward increasingly data-driven
farming.

Drone Multispectral
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NDVI
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Drone in Precision Agriculture
Precision agriculture is a farming management concept that uses drones to measure, observe, and respond to variability found in
crops. From identifying soil issues to detecting unhealthy crops, drones can help you make data driven decisions on your farm.
Agricultural drones are becoming a tool like any other consumer advise, it’s all part of a trend toward increasingly data-driven
farming.

Aerial Photographs Of Crops
Seeing a crop from the air can reveal patterns that expose everything from irrigation problems to soil variation
and even pest and fungal infestations that aren’t apparent at eye level.

Aerial Photographs Of Crops
Drones can take multispectral images, capturing data from the infrared as well as the visual spectrum, which can
be combined to create a view of the crop that highlights differences between healthy and distressed plants in a
way that can’t be seen with the naked eye

Aerial Photographs Of Crops
Drones can survey a crop every week, every day, or even every hour. Combined to create a time-series
animation, that imagery can show changes in the crop, revealing trouble spots or opportunities for better crop
management.

Drone in Precision Agriculture
Precision agriculture is a farming management concept that uses drones to measure, observe, and respond to variability found in
crops. From identifying soil issues to detecting unhealthy crops, drones can help you make data driven decisions on your farm.
Agricultural drones are becoming a tool like any other consumer advise, it’s all part of a trend toward increasingly data-driven
farming.

Drone Spraying – Pesticides / Fertilizer
Drones capable of spraying crops with far more precision than a traditional tractor. This helps reduce costs and
potential pesticide exposure to workers who would have needed to spray those crops manually.

Job Opportunity

Infrastructure
Development

Drone in Infrastructure Development
A picture can say a thousand words, but Drone footage can make you millions. Drone Aerial footage can sell commercial real estate
in a way that static images can’t and can be an indispensable tool for buyers working hard to find the best commercial space for
their budget. Leverage the Drone industry’s most powerful aerial photo and video technology to meet the commercial real estate
needs of our clients worldwide.

Aerial Photographs
Capture factors such as proximity to major roadways, transport, water, amenities, parks, privacy.

Pre-construction Views
Provide pre-construction views from each floor of the building as a demonstrative exhibit for your clients, offering
a uniquely powerful marketing and sales tool.

360 Panoramic View
360 panoramic views can be stitched into images or videos to display on your platforms for clients to see what
kind of views they can expect.

Drone in Infrastructure Development
A picture can say a thousand words, but Drone footage can make you millions. Drone Aerial footage can sell commercial real estate
in a way that static images can’t and can be an indispensable tool for buyers working hard to find the best commercial space for
their budget. Leverage the Drone industry’s most powerful aerial photo and video technology to meet the commercial real estate
needs of our clients worldwide.

Professional Video
Create professional 90-second videos of your commercial real estate to showcase to clients providing stunning
video shots from overhead and detailed close-ups even in the most crowded city sites.

Precise Aerial Inspection
Multiple vantage points provide an extremely precise look to perform detailed building aerial inspections of points
you could not reach any other way.

Project Update
Give your client confidence that their project is being completed as scheduled with Ultra HD digital records of
construction.

Drone in Infrastructure Development
A picture can say a thousand words, but Drone footage can make you millions. Drone Aerial footage can sell commercial real
estate in a way that static images can’t and can be an indispensable tool for buyers working hard to find the best commercial
space for their budget. Leverage the Drone industry’s most powerful aerial photo and video technology to meet the commercial
real estate needs of our clients worldwide.

Drone – Executive Video Report
Create professional videos of your real estate or proposed development to showcase it’s features, proximity to
local amenities, water, privacy and so much more.

